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MINUTES OF SPECIAL WORKSHOP MEETING OF KISSIMMEE UTILITY AUTHORITY, HELD
THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1989, AT 6:00 P.M., ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING, KISSIMMEE,
FLORIDA.

Present at the meeting were Chairman Hord, Vice-Chairman Gant,
Assistant Secretary Lowenstein, Director Jones, Mayor Van Meter, Attorney
Brinson, General Manager Welsh, Recording Secretary Rundio. Secretary
Bobroff was absent.

Also in attendance were Messrs. Myron Rollins, Richard Van Meter and
Ludwig Funke, Consulting Engineers of Black & Veatch (B&V), Kansas City,
MO.

A. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER at 6:05 P.M. by Chairman Hord. He indicated
this was a Special Workshop Meeting and a continuing saga of long-term
Power Supply Studies. He said all Board members were present with the
exception of Director Bobroff.

General Manager James C. Welsh said that hopefully this is a
culmination of the ongoing studies. He stated he was appreciative of the
preparation, the time and input by the Board to arrive at a policy
decision soon. Because it is such a major issue, it is appropriate that
sufficient time be spent on reaching a decision in terms of the overall
cost of this bulk power supply involving millions of dollars. The decision
to be made is directional and philosophical rather than a firm decision on
whether to go with the IDO (Integrated Dispatch Operations) project. The
other decisions, on participating with Florida Power Corporation (FPC),
Tampa Electric Company (TECO), or Florida Municipal Power Pool (FMPP),
will probably be the same whether there is IDO or not.

We have to prepare for our bulk power needs, Mr. Welsh said, and also
prepare for a contingency if the IDO proposal does not go through. The
contracts and/or directions that we do engage in would then revert to the
IDO project itself. We are after a directional decision in terms of the
IDO project and whether or not we should become engaged by signing those
contracts and putting them in escrow. A final decision would need to be
made down the line following completion of the details.

Regarding FPC, he said, we are still working out and negotiating the
details of the stratified Partial Requirements (PR) type deal in terms of
cost and flexibility. The direction staff is requesting from the Board is
to pursue the FPC deal, or not.

1. FLORIDA GAS TRANSMISSION GAS SUPPLY CONTRACT

Another issue, Mr. Welsh said, that we have been working on lately is
with our gas supply. Florida Gas Transmission Company (FGT) is requiring
KUA to make changes to it's existing natural gas supply contract and we
have to make decisions on it. Black & Veatch (B&V) is assisting KUA in
negotiating these changes and we have to make some nominations. Elections
must also be made affecting the cost of our power supply in the future,
which will have a significant impact. The direction given on the IDO
project will affect how we pursue the gas contract. Under IDO we will
possibly be running the combined cycle more heavily than we do on our own.
The amount we nominate and elect for in the gas contracts will be affected
by the IDO decision.

Mr. Welsh stated even though this is an aside from the main thrust of
this meeting, the Power Supply Study, staff prefers to present this issue
first.
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At this point, Mr. Richard Van Meter, Engineer, Black & Veatch, said
the purpose is to give an overview of the decisions with which we are
confronted, and gave a brief background update. Richard Van Meter is
working with Myron Rollins on an analysis project in conjunction with our
Power Supply Study, as well as on the gas contract per se.

At Mr. Welsh's suggestion, Richard Van Meter gave a brief biography.
He is employed by Black & Veatch and his experience has been in the gas
industry. He spent over 15 years with Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company
working on many different issues in the natural gas industry. One area
was in the transportation of gas, transportation arrangements and
regulatory concepts. He felt he could provide some insight for KUA.

In the overview, Richard Van Meter said FGT, our supplier of gas, is
restructuring their gas service arrangements due to changes in the
industry. There is a move to go to the "open access" which,
theoretically, will open pipelines that normally transferred gas to their
customers. These would give open access to any purchaser of gas to use
the system if capacity was available. This restructuring has been
approved by the Federal Energy Regulation Commission (FERC).

Florida Gas Company sees this as an opportunity for customers to
change their gas service and basically the concept is that, rather than
just being a purchaser of gas from FGT, now the customers can choose from
a basket of services, whether they want to transport, buy their own gas
and use the FGT system for transportation, buy gas from FGT as in the
past, or whether they wish to change their interruptible contracts to
firm, or vice versa. New opportunities like this have benefits and risks,
Richard Van Meter said.

The immediate impact on Kissimmee Utility Authority (KUA) requires
some decisions concerning the type and priority of service which we will
receive in the future. Richard Van Meter explained these features through
a handout to the Board.

Options available to KUA are "sales" and "transportation." Sales,
Richard Van Meter said, is similar to our current service where a
customer can buy gas directly from FGT and have it delivered to them.
Transportation is available to all customers upon their discretion, where
a customer is allowed to buy gas from whomever he chooses and, with some
restrictions, use the FGT pipeline to transport or move that gas to his
end use point. So, FGT is no longer providing the commodity of gas but
rather the service of using their system. There are some healthy
restrictions involved.

Mr. Richard Van Meter said when referring to priorities of service,
under each different type of service is a stratified priority. No one can
bump you off the system. He explained "preferred interruptible," similar
to today's service, and "interruptible." If the firm gas fills the
system, the interruptible service would be curtailed or shut down
(currently a very uncommon event).

Briefly, Richard Van Meter highlighted the sales and services
available to KUA from FGT and some benefits dealing with one company and
having the security of supply. The risk is having to use FGT weighted
average cost of gas. The transportation advantage is the ability to make
the best gas supply deal with others; however, the risks are availability
of supply and availability of receipt points into FGT.

Chairman Hord asked, historically under their average cost of gas, how
competitive has FGT been in the past? Richard Van Meter replied, if
referring to spot gas, he wasn't sure. He said there's a tracker with
Florida Power & Light (FPL) who deal with FGT and this moves KUA's price
also, always being competitive with FPL. In general, gas prices from
pipeline companies will run from $2.50 to $2.70 per thousand cubic feet.
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Spot prices average around $1.75, which changes from month-to-month and
season-to-season.

Mr. Welsh suggested that Richard Van Meter elaborate on the process we
are currently going through, which is complicated.

Mayor Bruce Van Meter stated that in previous presentations, the
utility companies talked about installing more gas turbines for peaking
units in Florida, and asked what the impact would be of gas availability on
a long-range contract with FGT. Richard Van Meter answered that FGT is the
only interstate pipeline in Peninsular Florida. They resisted going open
access because of this and basically have a monopoly. FERC has forced them
to open, stating they would not rule on their expansion plans until they had
open access to allow competition on the transportation. FGT has a filing
before FERC to expand the capacity into Peninsular Florida to handle the
increased electrical generation load.

A lengthy explanation and discussion continued on spot market and
transmission costs, cost and sales differentials, etc., with questions by
the Board being answered by Richard Van Meter.

Director Jones inquired if there were any provisions in this new gas
contract for a combination. Richard Van Meter assured him there were. The
customers are able to pick and choose between the various services in any
combination to their nominated level, e.g., 80% sales, 20% transportation.

Director Lowenstein asked the percentage of gas we use to other fuels.
John Harper, Chief Dispatcher/Generation said about 98% gas.

Richard Van Meter said there are embedded penalties if you don't use
all of the capacity for which you contracted, and if you exceed your
contract demand quantity specified, the penalties are quite severe.

Mr. Richard Van Meter indicated the next event KUA is responsible for
is preliminary nominations of the service type and the quantities associated
with each service type that we will request from Florida Gas Transmission.
All the other utilities also make preliminary nominations to the FGT, which
are due on April 14th. He said he hopes to prepare a nomination for KUA to
maintain maximum flexibility. Director Gant said this cuts out all of our
options for long-term gas contracts and suggested it would be to our
advantage to buy at average cost, rather than on the spot market.

Again lengthy discussion continued on various advantages and
disadvantages of what is available.

Mr. Welsh indicated we must determine, before we decide on our
nomination amount and our final contract allotments, what the balance period
is. It's a daily average but the length of time must be determined, whether
two or three-month periods. Also, yet to be determined is the contract offer
for "firm." Contract offers have gone to Ft. Pierce, Vero Beach, and OUC
made by FGT. KUA asked FGT to make the same offer to KUA but it was
unavailable today because they are changing the contract offer and we are
expecting it on Monday, April 10th.

Mr. Welsh stated staff's intention tonight is to proceed with the
nominations to obtain the most flexibility under the contract negotiations
phase to take place within the next 30 days. He said that no decision is
necessary on the gas contract tonight. Staff intends (unless otherwise
directed by the Board) to go out and negotiate in the best interest of RUA
and bring back a contract in our best long-term interest based on what is
available, and what is available from FERC and other buyers. This would then
be brought to the Board for approval or disapproval.
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2. POWER SUPPLY STUDY WRAP-UP

Mr. Myron Rollins handed out and explained numerous overheads on their
Power Supply Study recommendations. These were highlighted as:

a)  Negotiating a long term Purchase Power Contract with Florida Power
Corporation

b)  Negotiating participation in Stanton 2
c)  Negotiating additional participation in Indian River Combustion Turbine

Project

Mr. Rollins referred to additional alternatives from OUC, TECO, and
FPC, and the contracts KUA has already signed with OUC and TECO. He also
went over the choices KUA has in going with the FMPA-IDO Project, FMPP, and
continued independent operation. Explanations were given on the Purchase
Power alternatives. This was a recap as all the issues were discussed
through previous workshop meetings and presentations with the various
representatives of utility companies.

Mr. Rollins further explained the utilities' offers and methodologies,
FPC stratified PR and Schedule D, 1989 delivered purchase power costs of
all these companies, the Tallahassee coal unit evaluations, and regulation
alternatives.

Chairman Hord said what we're really dealing with for KUA is the
bottom line cost per megawatt hour. Mr. Rollins replied that the real
bottom line is our total alternatives and what it costs to operate our
whole system.

Mr. Rollins explained the Partial Requirements costs and load factors.
He discussed lowered demand and high energy charges, on and off peak fuel
costs, KUA estimates, and energy costs.

Chairman Hord indicated it was difficult for the Board members to
understand and compare what the various numbers on the overheads represent
when they are generalized or irrelevant when referring to KUA. Mr. Rollins
explained the numbers item by item and went to the bottom line. He stated
we wanted to evaluate the "maybe's" but we don't have the offers firmed up
like the FPC contract is. He suggested TECO might be a major consideration
as the TECO demand was lower and the energy was lower. However, they won't
firm it up for 10 or 15 years.

Mr. Welsh explained the numbers of the Purchase Power Alternatives
that OUC offered in various megawatt increments indicating the
disadvantages to KUA and the complications involved. Basically, he said, it
was staff's judgment to recommend dropping out of the OUC offer at this
point. He indicated there may not be a Stanton 2 in 1997. But, he said if
we could participate in Stanton 2, that's the way we want to go. If we have
to purchase power from Stanton, it will be reevaluated at that time.

Regulation alternatives were discussed. Installation and costs in
possibly retrofitting at the Power Plant was explained by Mr. Rollins.

Mr. Rollins mentioned that they are still working on an evaluation for
joining the Florida Municipal Power Pool (FMPP) which may save KUA some
money. Regulation is taken care of by the Pool.

The meeting recessed at 8:00 P.M. and reconvened at 8:18 P.M.
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Mr. Rollins said we need to make a decision on the IDO Project.
Chairman Hord said the members would like to hear his thoughts on the
FMPA-IDO Myron Rollins stated that he could give them all the aspects and
his opinion on those, but the Board must make up their own minds. He
recapped the project as saying it is a 35-year contract. FMPA has added a
withdrawal option from the project with the earliest date being 2000, that
we must pay for all bonds issued on our behalf for the project, and we must
pay all costs they estimate the project incurs because we're not in the
project. He also said we must purchase all our requirements from FMPA,
excluding St. Lucie 2 and Crystal River, and we must buy reserve, backup and
transmission for nuclear resources.

Capacity credits were discussed. These are based on value to the IDO
Project. These credits are paid for out of the price they charge for the
power they are selling to the members, entitling members to smaller or
larger surplus credits. The credits are FMPA's form of paying for capacity.
You don't get back dollar-for-dollar on demand charges.

Mr. Rollins said KUA would still be responsible for operating our
units, maintenance, repairs, buying fuel for our units (for which we will be
reimbursed), and when to retire the units. Discussion continued on other
costs, conversion to a combined cycle unit, etc. Economies of sale, joint
commitment of units and administration costs and wheeling were explained by
Mr. Rollins.

Chairman Hord asked the General Manager if it would be inconvenient,
because of Director Bobroff's absence, to postpone making a decision on the
FMPA-IDO project tonight.

Mr. Welsh said there is no absolute timetable. It would be convenient
for the staff to know the direction we were leaning, but the preliminary
decision is due in the near future. He asked if the Board desired him to
bring documents to the Regular Meeting on April 27th on which to vote to
accept or reject them. The documents would be a resolution to sign the
contracts and put them in escrow, or is it the Board's feeling right now you
don't want it and do not want to get engaged. If this is not the case, it
would be helpful in evaluating the gas contract and some other things.

Chairman Hord asked the timetable on the gas contract.

Mr. Welsh said nominations take place next Friday, April 14th, and
contracts would be available 30 days thereafter.

Chairman Hord said staff must make a decision on the gas contract
regardless of which way we go. Mr. Welsh said the FMPA studies would
indicate to us how much our units are running.

Director Jones questioned the necessity for us to base it on FMPA's
needs even if we were going into the IDO project. They would be buying from
us whatever we get anyway so why increase our capacity? Mr. Welsh replied we
want to do the best job for the agency because we're part of it.

Director Jones reemphasized why bring FMPA into play since no decision
has been made. He said he did not understand the role the gas contract plays
in our joining. Mr. Welsh said if we go with FMPA, we will probably buy more
gas.

Director Jones stressed we should buy the gas contract on our needs,
then pass it through to IDO. Mr. Welsh agreed.

Chairman Hord said what Director Jones is suggesting, to which there
seems to be agreement, is buy the gas as though we were an independent.
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Mr. Welsh said, if the Board knew 100% they would go with IDO, then it
might be in our best interest to buy for the IDO project the heavier amounts
of gas because we will incur those costs by being participants in the IDO
project.

Director Jones stated suppose we decided to go 100% with the IDO
project, when the final day for the decision is here, and the numbers don't
crunch out and we have to bail out, then we're stuck. Mr. Welsh supported
the feeling there's insufficient certainty in the IDO project to plan for it
in terms of gas.

On behalf of the Board, Chairman Hord gave staff the direction to treat
the Florida Gas Transmission (FGT) negotiations as though we were an
independent producer for our needs.

Chairman Hord preferred to have Director Bobroff present and involved
in such a decision. The remaining Board members agreed. Mr. Welsh stated
that he would have the documents ready; however, the Board may choose not to
execute them. This item will be agendaed for the April 27, 1989, meeting.

Director Gant said he thought this Study was to give the Board firm
recommendations about our requirements this year and thereafter. Mr. Lud
Funke gave the Board a handout on the capacity expansion requirements on a
yearly basis. These will be included in the final study, he said.

Mr. Welsh said we should not pursue at this time the OUC capacity of 10
MW, but to pursue the TECO capacity of approximately 20 MW. Also, we should
pursue a straight or stratified Partial Requirements capacity deal and
continue these negotiations with Florida Power Corporation

Chairman Hord said, if we have a full Board, we will have a decision by
month-end. Director Gant suggested that we concentrate on a long-term
contract. Mr. Welsh said all the utilities must be considered concurrently
in terms of flexibility in the decision-making process.

Lengthy discussion followed on the complexities of capacity and the 15%
reserve margin, etc.

Mr. Welsh asked for direction to pursue the FPC Partial Requirements
and/or the Stratified PR in conjunction with further negotiations with TECO.

Chairman Hord said the Board is directing staff to continue in that
direction.

Mr. Welsh said staff is also suggesting we drop the consideration at
this time of 10 MW of OUC capacity because of its minimal effect on our cost
beyond a 15-year duration.

Chairman Hord said we want something with the least cost but something
that is real, as the cheapest price is not necessarily the best price.

Mr. Welsh again stated staff's current direction not to pursue the OUC
proposal. We will put OUC on the "back burner," and will actively pursue
TECO, and will bring back the contracts for a decision on the IDO proposal
at the April 27th meeting. Contracts will be on hand for Board approval or
rejection.

B. BOARD APPLICANTS REVIEW

Mr. Welsh said the next meetings are scheduled for April 19th and 20th
for Review of Board Applicants. He recommended these meetings be canceled if
we receive only one application (the incumbent's, as is the
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case at the time of this meeting) and take action on it at the Regular
Meeting. The Board agreed.

C. ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 9:20 P.M.


